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Edifice

Casa Cavassa was the residence of Galeazzo Cavassa and
his son Francesco, members of a family (ennobled in 1460)
native to Carmagnola and both general vicars of the marquisate. The edifice belonged to the Cavassa family until 1700;
later the house was divided into private apartments and the
deterioration of the structures rapidly increased.
In 1883 the edifice was purchased by Marquis Emanuele
Tapparelli d’Azeglio. In 1890, when he died, the municipal
authorities inherited the edifice and opened it to the public
the following year.
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Façade

The façade is decorated with a series of diamond sculpted
ashlars and at the top, among others, it has three ogival
windows with terra-cotta frames dating back to the original Gothic edifice. The façade, as well as the side facing
Salita Cavassa, underwent considerable interventions by
the painter Giacomo Canova during the 19th century restoration works.
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Portal

The white marble front portal, with its coloured inlays and
richly engraved jambs, stands out along Via San Giovanni.
It is surmounted by Francesco Cavassa’s coat of arms:
the sculptured image of a fish (the chub, a freshwater fish
that goes upstream, called “chavasson” in the dialect of
the Dauphiné and “quajastr” in the Piedmontese dialect).
The motto of the Cavassa family is carved in the middle
of the frieze: Droit quoi quil soit, usually interpreted as
“straight ahead no matter what happens” or “straight ahead
at all costs” (this interpretation is connected to the choice
of the chub, a fish going upstream, as symbol of the family).
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Portal

However, some contemporary scholars believe that the
word “droit” has to be considered in a juridical sense, that
is to say as “justice, law”; so they interpret the motto in
the following way: “justice (or law) no matter how”, referring to the family’s jurist activity.
Finally, let us focus on the wooden door, which is composed of 36 carved walnut panels. D’Azeglio purchased it
from the antique dealer Janetti from Turin (but that it belonged to Casa Cavassa is quite dubious).
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The internal arcade
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The internal arcade

Once having passed the portal, a corridor leads to an arcade, which is made up of four cross vaults supported by four
marble columns with decorated capitals showing the Cavassa’s coat of arms and motto.
On the left, on the ground floor, you can see three mullioned windows with small marble columns (having been
conserved in the Civic Museum of Turin) in the middle: the
windows date back to the Gothic period of the house and
were rediscovered during the 19th century restoration works.
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The internal arcade

Above them a frescoed band (dating from the 16th century
and restored in the 19th century) with the zodiacal signs can
be seen on the same wall between the corbels of the first
gallery.
Some monochrome frescoes (dating from between 1506
and 1511 and restored at the end of the 19th century) are
found on the first floor and, in seven paintings of different
sizes, represent some of the labours of Hercules. They are
attributed to Hans Clemer, a Flemish artist who was the
court painter of Ludovico II in Saluzzo around the late 15th
century and the early 16th century. Hercules is a character of
the Greco-Roman mythology: son of Zeus, King of the Gods,
and of a human mother, Hercules possessed great physical
strength. According to the myths, at a certain point in his life
he was compelled to complete twelve “labours”, meaning
exceptional trials where he not only had to use his physical
strength but also his cunningness.
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The internal arcade
At Casa Cavassa Hans Clemer made frescoes of the seven
“labours” divided into as many paintings. The likeness of
Hercules is recognizable due to the lion’s skin he wears and
the club he holds in his hand (these are the attributes with
which he is usually depicted by artists).
Starting from the left:
In the first tableau Hercules fights against Achelous. According to the myth Achelous was a Greek river god and
could transform himself into a dragon or a bull (such as in
this picture where Hercules defeats him).
In the second tableau Hercules rests and then defeats the
giant Cacus. The myth relates that Cacus took advantage of
the fact that Hercules was resting and stole some oxen from
him, which the latter had just caught. Soon after, Hercules
caught up with Cacus and slew him with his club.
In the foreground of the third tableau Hercules kills Abderus, a young friend of the hero (indeed, Hercules probably
killed him by mistake). On the right a palace can be seen, in
which Hercules fights against the Mares of Diomedes and
wins. These mares of King Diomedes were monsters that
devoured every stranger who arrived in Diomedes’ kingdom.
In the fourth tableau Hercules defeats the giant Antaeus,
the son of the earth goddess Gaea. Antaeus was invulnerable as long as he touched the earth with his feet. In this
picture Hercules lifts Antaeus from the earth and strangles
him with his arms.
In the fifth tableau Hercules fights against a wild boar.
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The internal arcade

In the sixth tableau Hercules defeats the giant Geryon.
Geryon owned an oxen herd and a two-headed dog that
guarded his herds. In this picture Hercules defeats Geryon
and is about to slay the bicephalous dog. In the seventh tableau Hercules helps Atlas support the heavens.
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The internal arcade

On the right wall you can admire a marble bas-relief representing Francesco Cavassa which is hypothetically attributable to Matteo Sanmicheli.
During the 19th century restoration works a marble balustrade was set in place in order to protect the terrace and to
replace a previously existing wall.
The balustrade is attributable to Pietro Lombardo’s sculpture school and can be dated from the 15th century.
Since the opening of the museum, the arcade has been
used as a glyptotheque, that is to say as an area reserved for
the exhibition of the collection of marble and stone objects,
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The internal arcade

many of which belonged to Marquis Tapparelli: a stone
trough, last quarter of the 15th century, showing the Marquises of Saluzzo’s coat of arms, from the Tapparelli collection;
this trough is traditionally identified with the original from the
Drancia Fountain, donated to the town by Marquis Ludovico II in 1481 and replaced in the 18th century by the one
which is now visible on the palace square; a marble sundial
with the image of a Capricorn and a Latin inscription, last
quarter of the 16th century, donated by L. Gullino (1932); a
plaster cast of the prior of Pagno’s gravestone, Manfredo
de Pentenati of the Seigniors of Verzuolo, mid-19th century;
the original (dating back to 1414) is kept in a chapel of the
old Pagno parish.
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The internal chambers
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Chamber I “the justice”

The so-called “justice chamber” or “vault chamber” was the
study in which Francesco Cavassa dispensed justice as the general vicar of the marquisate. The vault and the lunettes show
frescoes dating back between 1518 and 1528. An arcade in
perspective is depicted on the ceiling vault, with leaning putti as
well as ladies and gentlemen. Among them you can probably
recognize the painter who carried out the hall decorations (with
cap and mantle), Galeazzo Cavassa (with his bald head turned
leftwards) and Francesco Cavassa (with a book in his hands).
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Chamber I “the justice”

The pendentives, alternating with the cells, are decorated
with grotesque motifs typical of the Renaissance period
and they frame the lunettes with the Famous Men and Nine
Muses cycles.
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Chamber I “the justice”
The Famous Men.
On the wall
opposite the
entrance you can
see St. Jerome;
than, on the right:
Saint Jerome

1. Aristotle

2. Sallust

3. Saint Ambrose

4. Saint Augustine

5. Saint Gregory

6. Ezechiel

7. Lactantius

8. David

9. Solomon

10. Seneca
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Chamber I “the justice”
The Nine Muses. From Saint Jerome to the left:

1. Clio

2. Melpomene

3. Thalia

4. Euterpe

5. Erato

6. Terpsichore

7. Calliope

8. Urania

9. Polyhymnia

The last decorative register, below the lunettes, almost entirely a work by the 19th century restorer Giacomo Canova, is
made up of ten landscape scenes seen through an arcade.
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Chamber I “the justice”

You can recognize the church of San Giovanni in Saluzzo
(below Saint Jerome’s image);
a view of the Genoa harbour (below Sallust’s lunette); a
mountain landscape where you can recognize Monviso
(below Saint Gregory’s image) and Roman ruins with the
Capitoline wolf suckling the two twins who founded Rome
(below Clio’s lunette). The access to the stairs connecting
with the tower is closed by a vestibule created at the end of
the 19th century, using Gothic panels bearing the Cavassas’
motto and the typical decoration with scrolls. Nowadays the
door has merely a decorative function, but in the past it was
a double door set at the entrance of chambers in ancient
palaces, in order to keep the heat in the rooms. Here you
can admire a preserved original part of the terra-cotta floor,
decorated with hexagonal and square tiles dating back to the
16th century.
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Chamber I “the justice”

The furnishings are:
- nine Savonarola chairs, datable to the 15th century and restored in the 19th century;
- a bench with backrest (late 19th century), made up of some
old panels and commissioned by d’Azeglio to the carpenter
Pietro Riva in Saluzzo;
- a table reproducing a late Renaissance piece of furniture,
created by the cabinetmaker Luigi Gasperini, late 19th century;
- a wrought-iron firedog with plate warmer, 15th century;
- a safe of unknown origin, 19th century.
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Chamber II “the alliances”

The so-called “alliances chamber” takes its name from the
frieze (dating back to the 16th century with 19th century restorations), which contains the coats of arms referring to
the Cavassas’ marriage alliances.
Indeed, some of the coats of arms on the frieze are “divided” into two halves. They represent some of the matrimonies of the Cavassa family: the first half shows the chub
fish (symbol of the Cavassa family), the second half the
symbol of the other noble family.
The wooden coffered ceiling has no decorations.
Some 15th century frescoes are on display on the walls;
they come from small villages around Saluzzo and their detachment had been commissioned by Emanuele Tapparelli
d’Azeglio to Giuseppe Steffanoni (Bergamo):
- a coat of arms of the Tapparelli family, fragment coming
from the ancient Lagnasco parish, where the Tapparelli family owned a castle;
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Chamber II “the alliances”

Saint Nicholas

Head of a Saint

Pietà

- a “Head of a Saint”, fragment of a fresco, coming from
Sant’Ilario Abbey in Revello, 11th century;
- “Saint Nicholas from Tolentino”, fresco attributed to
Pietro da Saluzzo, coming from the wayside shrine in Piasco, third quarter of the 15th century;
- a “Pietà” portraying a dead Christ sustained by his Mother and at their back a painted cross with two whips and
a Franciscan friar;
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Chamber II “the alliances”

Saint Marcian

Woman visiting the Puerpera

Presentation at the Temple

- “Saint Marcian” with a palm branch in his hand, the
symbol of his martyrdom (third quarter of the 15th century);
- “Woman visiting the Puerpera”, fragment of a larger
work, second half of the 15th century;
- “Presentation at the Temple”, a fragment of a fresco portraying the old Simeon coming out of the Temple to receive
Jesus from Mary’s arms (second half of the 15th century);
- a coat of arms of the Tapparelli family, fragment coming
from the ancient Lagnasco parish;
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Chamber II “the alliances”

Virgin

Saint Roch

Saint Sebastian

Saint Anthony

In the middle of the chamber you can see the wayside shrine coming from the Morina Chapel (district Paschere - Saluzzo), with some images of the Virgin, Saint Roch, Saint Sebastian and Saint Anthony the Abbot, early 16th century.
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Chamber II “the alliances”

The furnishings, attributable to the d’Azeglio collection,
evoke the typical appearance of a dining room in a Renaissance palace.
The fitting out is composed of:
- a walnut credenza, second half of the 15th century, with
restorations from the ninth decade of the 19th century,
- a carved wooden credenza with top, late 19th century,
with old panels (first quarter of the 16th century);
- an aquamanile, dating back to the 19th century and consisting of an embattled castle-shaped tank with a wrought
and embossed copper basin and an iron tripod;
- two link chains made of rings with a cauldron hook in the
fireplace;
- two wrought-iron firedogs with plate warmers, 15th century;
- a walnut table, 17th century, with a 19th century tabletop.
The access to the chamber is made through a door with
scroll decoration and a vestibule of the 19th century.
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Chamber III “the Chapel”

This chamber is known as “the chapel” because Marquis
Tapparelli decided to rebuild a chapel here, in order to recall
the Renaissance custom according to which all noble mansions had a place devoted to religious worship.
During the 19th century restoration, 74 painted panels portraying male and female busts within aediculae on black
ground (1460-1470) were introduced in the beams supporting the coffered ceiling. They are alternated with other
19th century panels representing the Cavassas’ coat of
arms and motto.
The frieze (16th century with considerable integrations from
the 19th century) represents some hunting parties.
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Chamber III “the Chapel”

Saint Sebastian

Saint Roch

Virgin Mary with Jesus

The wainscot is decorated with a fake wallpaper (you can
see the motto of the Marquises of Saluzzo “noch noch”,
i.e. “more and more” or “again and again”, and the one of
the Tapparelli family “d’acord”). The Tapparelli family’s coat
of arms is reproduced in the 19th century style over the
fireplace.
Detached religious frescoes are on display on the walls: “Saint Sebastian”, portrayed according to the traditional
iconography of the saint leaning on a tree and transfixed by
arrows;
- “Saint Roch of Montpellier” who is often represented
together with Saint Sebastian as protectors from the plague;
- a “Virgin Mary with Jesus”, a fragment of a larger work
coming from the marquisate castle in Saluzzo (second quarter of the 15th century);
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Chamber III “the Chapel”

- a “Pietà” (mid-15th century), also from the marquisate castle in Saluzzo; it is inserted in a wooden aedicula on the
base of which you can read the motto of the Tapparellis.
The floor is by restorers who at the end of the 19th century
inserted 210 painted majolica tiles, dating from between
1499 and 1503.
The furnishings consist of three walnut choir stalls (14751480, with extensive 19th century restorations) coming
from the chapel of the marquisate castle in Revello.
The choir stalls are characterized by simple backs surmounted by richly carved canopies with angel busts at their
lower ends.
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Chamber IV “the book”

This chamber is known as “the book chamber” because
according to d’Azeglio’s museum project it was supposed
to be the place reserved to receive guests, who could sign
or write comments about the museum in a book provided
for this purpose.
The frieze of the chamber has undergone a considerable
intervention by the painter Giacomo Canova.
The figures represented on the frieze are fantasy creatures
that seem to be half woman, half lion. Above these figures
are putti that hold the escutcheon of the Cavassa family.
One can see that the frieze has a lighter and a darker part.
Giacomo Canova also painted the mantle of the fireplace: up on the right side he left his signature and the date
“1888-1889”. On the mantle the Cavassas’ coat of arms is
represented along with the image of the sun shining over a
small flower (the sun is the symbol of Marquis Ludovico II).
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Chamber IV “the book”

In front of the fireplace there are two firedogs with platewarmers dating back to the 15th century.
The furnishings are:
- a walnut table, made up of a 15th century frame and a 19th
century tabletop;
- a plaster bust of Marquis Emanuele Tapparelli d’Azeglio;
- six Robson & Jones leather chairs (19th century);
- a painted parchment by A. Dalbesio: “To the illustrious
antique art lover Marquis Emanuele Tapparelli d’Azeglio, all
architects, painters and sculptors, admiring the careful restoration of Casa Cavassa and remembering their visit on
the 10th of June 1888”.
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Chamber IV “the book”

The chamber houses a photography documentation of
the 19th century restoration works (reproductions of archival
pictures), realized according to the marquis’s will. With this
enterprise he proved to be in the vanguard as he wanted to
register the images of his intervention for the preservation
of the house. A photograph shows Marquis Tapparelli,
Melchiorre Pulciano and Vittorio Avondo on the terrace
in front of the arcade; the photo was taken at the end of the
restoration works in 1889.
Looking towards the exit one sees a vestibule, with scroll
motives and a tambour, made of an antique, carved door
(1480-1500).
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Chamber V “the Foix”

According to the project of d’Azeglio this room, named the
“de Foix” chamber and dedicated to the Marchioness of
Saluzzo, was meant to be the core of the museum.
The wooden coffered ceiling shows six large, shaped beams
and in the middle of the coffers golden wooden rosettes on
light blue ground.
The fitting out is composed of:
- the altarpiece “Our Lady of Mercy”, a masterpiece by
Hans Clemer accomplished in 1498-1499.
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Chamber V “the Foix”

It represents the Virgin Mary standing with her arms opened to protect her adoring devotees. Among the others you
can recognize in the foreground Marquis Ludovico II (on
the left) and his wife Margherita de Foix (on the right) close to their first-born son Michele Antonio;
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Chamber V “the Foix”

behind them, in a ruby dress, Margherita, the daughter of
Ludovico and his first wife Giovanna of Monferrato. All
the men are looking towards the Madonna, except for one
who looks upwards: maybe this person is a self-portrait of
the painter Hans Clemer. God and two angels are hovering
over the Virgin’s head, the angels holding a golden crown;
Saint Peter and Saint Paul are at Mary’s sides. The ancona is divided in its upper part into eight small sections
representing Saint Sebastian, Saint Christopher, Saint
John the Evangelist, Saint John the Baptist, Saint Andrew and Saint Lawrence;
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Chamber V “the Foix”

- a marble high relief bought by Marquis d’Azeglio from the
antiquarian Pessina and coming from an excavation near
the Moretta castle;
- the wooden choir stalls coming from the chapel of the
marquisate castle in Revello (1475-1480, with important restorations in the 19th century), already seen in chamber III;
- a gilded, carved wooden Tuscan nuptial chest (dating
back to the end of the 15th century, with a 19th century lid)
with allegorical decorations;
- over the fireplace, facing two wrought-iron firedogs with
plate-warmers (16th century),
- the escutcheon with the motto of the Marquises of Saluzzo (“noch noch” = “more and more” or “again and again”)
as well as different emblems are portrayed.
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Chamber VI “emperors”

According to the project of d’Azeglio this chamber should
have housed the “Museum of the Memories of Saluzzo
and the Province”: a place where the marquisate and the
Tapparellis’ history could intertwine with the history of the
town.
The chamber has a richly decorated ceiling and its frieze
painted in the 16th century was restored by the painter Canova in 1888.
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Chamber VI “emperors”

Galba

Trajan

Four marble tondi are inserted in the upper part of the
frieze; they represent some ancient Roman emperors in
the style of old medallions. You can recognize from left to
right, Galba, Trajan, Nerva and Augustus.
In this chamber you can see:
- the painting of the Saints; it represents from the left: the
Dominican Saint Vincenzo Ferrer (holding a book, symbolizing his famous homilies that converted the Jews and the
Waldensians), Saint Augustine (with a book in his hands to
recall the many books he wrote), Saint Thomas Aquinas
(with the following symbols: the sun shining in his breast
represents the Christian belief, the open book with sentences of the Bible, a lily to represent the pureness of the soul
and a church in his hand to recall that Saint Thomas was one
of the Church Fathers, the founders of Catholic thought),
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Chamber VI “emperors”

Saint Ambrose (holding a whip recollecting of the expulsion of the Arians), Saint Catherine of Siena (with her attributes, such as the defeated devil under her feet);
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Chamber VI “emperors”

-a carved wooden door, 1570. This door comes from Lagnasco Castle, an old residence of the Tapparelli family. Marquis Emanuele donated this door to Turin’s Museo Civico
d’Arte Antica, today known as “Palazzo Madama”. The door
is richly carved with plants, animals and human figures;
- in the built-in wardrobe you can see a series of architectural terra-cottas, 15th, 16th and 19th centuries and a series
of engraved stones, 16th century;
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Chamber VI “emperors”
- the show-cases in the middle of the room were built in
1888 by the joiners Maurizio Doro and Pietro Riva for the
objects and ancient books of Marquis Tapparelli;
- four engravings that represent the towns, where the
Marquises of Saluzzo had built castles for their court: Saluzzo, Manta, Revello and Verzuolo;
- the family tree of Tapparelli d’Azeglio, painted paper
(1872), with the portraits of Roberto, Massimo and Prospero (Roberto was Emanuele’s father; Massimo and Prospero
were his uncles);
- the family tree of the Marquises of Saluzzo, painted paper, 16th century, with later alterations, with small portraits
of the marquises;
- a series of six photographs representing the views of
the castles of Lagnasco, Maresco, Genola and Roccolo di
Busca (they are reproductions), last quarter of the 19th century (the original photographs are conserved in the archives
of the Museum Casa Cavassa);
- four carved wooden Savonarola chairs, second half of the
19th century.
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Chamber VII “the loggia”

This chamber opens to a wooden balcony, a so-called “loggia” that was mainly reconstructed during the 19th century
restoration works.
Stepping onto the balcony and looking up to the right we
see the painting of Saint Jerome on the wall above the
balcony door. Hans Clemer painted this likeness of the
saint, together with the scenes of the “Labours of Hercules”, between 1506 and 1511.
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Chamber VII “the loggia”

The ceiling is made up of small rectangular coffers, each
one with a rosette painted inside.
The walls are richly decorated: you can see a fake tapestry with small pilasters and fake golden capitals subdividing
the walls in square sections within which the Cavassa and
Cavassa-Scarampi coats of arms stand out (to commemorate the marriage between Francesco Cavassa and Margherita Scarampi). The paintings underwent considerable
restoration by the painter Giacomo Canova at the end of
the 19th century. From this chamber you have access to
the Belvedere, a small embattled terrace commissioned
by Marquis Tapparelli.
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Chamber VIII “marguerites”

The so-called “marguerites chamber” owes its name to
the blooming flowers depicted on the frieze painted on the
mantle of the fireplace. These decorations were created by
the painter Giacomo Canova in 1889.
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Chamber VIII “marguerites”

One enters this chamber through a door that is comprised
of four carved panels. The two lower ones are decorated
with scrolls, while the two upper ones have vegetal motifs on them. It is one of the most ancient doors in the edifice (datable to the 15th century).
The chamber shows on its walls a decoration of fake tapestry with vertical red and green stripes.
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Chamber VIII “marguerites”

In 1889 Giacomo Canova painted this fake tapestry to imitate the cloths that in the 16th century were hung at the
walls of the rooms.
Over the fireplace you can see the Cavassas’ coat of arms
on a background covered with light-blue flowers (often
identified as chicory).
The furnishings are:
- a Gothic bas-relief of engraved sandstone – 14th century – donated by Giovanni Camerana (1893): the sculpture
shows three sitting saints and it belongs to the collection
of Giovanni Camerana, citizen of Saluzzo and art collector;
- a Piedmontese bed made of carved and turned wood,
late 16th century, with 19th century restorations, Tapparelli
collection.
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Chamber IX

The chamber houses:
- the polyptych with the “Adoration of the Magi”, by Jacopino Longo, oil on canvas, 1530.
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Chamber IX

The work comes from the Church of Saint John the Evangelist in Villaretto di Bagnolo. In the central panel you can see
the Virgin Mary with Jesus and behind them Saint Joseph receiving the gifts from the Magi. The other panels
represent scenes referring to Mary’s life: the “Visitation”
(on the right), with Elizabeth kneeling in front of Mary;
the encounter between “Joachim and Anne”, Mary’s father and mother, in front of the temple of Jerusalem (on
the left) and the “Annunciation” (in the cymatium);
- two stone sculptures representing male human faces,
14th-15th century, donated by Giovanni Camerana (1893).
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Chamber X “southwest corner room”

On the upper part of the walls you can admire a frieze with
some coats of arms which recall the alliance CavassaScarampi (Francesco Cavassa married Margherita Scarampi, member of a rich family of humble origin) and are
surrounded by the motto “Droit quoi quil soit”.
The Marquises of Saluzzo’s 19th century style coat of arms
stands out over the fireplace.
This chamber houses:
- a wall mirror and a white lacquered, carved wooden wall
table, 17th century, donated by Luigi Bruno (before 1924).
The mirror and the table are rated among the Genoese art
of the Baroque epoch;
- a Piedmontese carved and turned wooden bed, 16th century, with 19th century restorations, Tapparelli collection;
the soft furnishings were reconstructed in 2003.
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Chamber XI “Acaja”

1/2

You enter this room through a 16th century carved inlayed door,
which is identified as one of the ancient doors of Casa Cavassa. This room is known as the “Acaja chamber” because the
wall frieze shows the Savoy-Acaja escutcheon. The wall
frieze, dating back to the early 16th century, is decorated
with vases, sphinxes and allegoric motifs in chiaroscuro.
The wooden coffered ceiling shows particularly rich decorative motifs. Indeed, the figures are all different from one
another and no image is repeated.
Over the fireplace you can see the Cavassa family’s coat
of arms.
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Chamber XI “Acaja”

In front of the fireplace are two iron firedogs with plate
warmers, 15th century.
The furnishings are:
- a carved wooden credenza with a polygonal plant and
Neo-Gothic decorations, late 19th century;
- a 19th century carved and gilded wooden bench, made up
of a 16th century base coming from the altar of an ancient
church;
- a carved cabinet;
- a folding chair made of wood and velvet, 19th century;
- a carved wooden table, late 19th century.
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Chamber XII

The 16th century entrance door is made of carved panels
with the Cavassas’ coat of arms.
Over the fireplace you can see the Savoy-Acaja coat of
arms, painted by the 19th century restorers, with a golden
cross instead of the silver one. In front of the fireplace are
two firedogs of uncertain origin and dating.
The furnishings of the chamber are:
- three bronze dry measure vessels. The one and the half
mine, dating back to 1571, bear the Savoy coat of arms,
while the one-quarter mine dates from 1613. They were
brought here from the Civic Repositories in 1978;
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Chamber XII

- a portrait of Anna Maurizia of Austria, unknown artist,
portrait on canvas, 17th century: the painting is part of the
legacy of Mrs Emilia Roggero Anselmi, a noblewoman who
in 1989 donated this portrait and other art works, today
conserved in the repository, to the museum;
- a Piedmontese carved wooden cabinet base, late 16th
century, with 19th century alterations, bought by the Municipality of Saluzzo in 1908;
- a wrought-iron wall candleholder, 15th century;
- a big wet-nurse chair (18th century), with a rush seat and
turned legs, moved here from the Civic Repositories in
1924.
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Chamber XIII “southeast corner”
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The room is characterized by its ceiling dating back to the
beginning of the 16th century: the cord decorated beams
are supported by corbels with vegetal motifs surrounding the Cavassas’ coat of arms, while small beams on Corinthian corbels create Renaissance-shaped coffers.
The frieze, on yellow ground, is rich in ornamental motifs
and grotesque decorations (16th century, with 19th century
restorations).
Some of the figures seem to be sirens holding the Cavassas’ escutcheon and motto in their hands.
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Chamber XIII “southeast corner”

The chamber houses:
- a carved wooden canopy bed with a sculptured head, 16th
century. The soft furnishings were reconstructed in 2003.
It is believed that the Savoy Duke Carlo Emanuele I (15621630) slept here during his journey to Saragozza;
- a carved and painted wooden cradle, attributed to Pietro
Dolce’s workshop in Savigliano, dating from around 1560. It
comes from Tapparelli Castle in Lagnasco and is characterized by the contrast between the sacred decoration (where
the Nativity is represented) in the upper and the profane
grotesques in the lower rear part.
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Chamber XIII “southeast corner”

The images of the lower part recall the paintings in the parlour on the first floor of Lagnasco Castle: Pietro Dolce, who
was a painter as well as a sculptor, worked here between
1565 and 1570 with his workshop;
- the portraits of Carlo Emanuele I of Savoy (dating back to
around 1600) and Caterina Micaela of Savoy (dating from
around 1585), portraits on canvas, by Giovanni Caracca.
Carlo Emanuele I is portrayed with his armour bearing the
cross of the Maurizian Order and Catherine of Austria is
portrayed in her youthful age wearing a richly embroidered
dress with a ruff collar.
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Chamber XIV

This chamber is very small (it was probably a connecting
room). The walls show a grotesque frieze, characterized by
scrolls with the Cavassa motto “Droit quoi quil soit”. This
chamber, like many of the other rooms, underwent extensive restoration at the end of the 19th century. Giacomo Canova’s intervention consisted of repainting and patinating
the images; his service began on the 12th of January 1888
(with his visit to the Cavassa Palace in Carmagnola, in order
to draw sketches of the friezes and find inspiration for the
restoration of the pictorial decorations in Saluzzo) and lasted
up to 1890. A door leads to a small balcony from where you
can admire the monochrome paintings by Hans Clemer.
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Chamber XIV

From the small balcony it can be seen the wall decorated
with three crossbar windows.
The restorers built these windows between 1886 and 1887,
imitating the windows of some medieval and Renaissance
edifices in the Piedmont territory. Casa Cavassa’s crossbar
windows have a particular decoration made of terra-cotta
bricks that also adorn the façades and windows of many old
palaces in the town of Saluzzo. The exit consists of an ancient
door (about 1475), characterized by panels with “candelabra”
decoration in the upper part and with scroll decoration in the
lower part. This door, as the ones in chamber XI and XII, was
bought by Marquis Tapparelli from an art collector in 1883.
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Chamber XV “the Sibyls”
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The coffered ceiling is painted with vivid colours. The right
wall, between the two windows, shows a decorative strip
representing a hilly landscape: a sequence of sylvan images dominated by a lion in the middle. The artist Giacomo
Canova painted this strip between 1889 and 1890.
The name of the chamber derives from Sibyls that decorate the frieze.
Like Hercules, the sibyls are characters who belong to the
Greco-Roman mythology.
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Chamber XV “the Sibyls”
The Sibyls, above the entrance door, from the left:

1. Persian

2. Libyan

3. Delphic

4. Cimmerian

5. Erythraean

6. Samian

7. Cumaean

8. Hellespontine

9. Phrygian

10. Tiburtine

11. Agrippina

12. European
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